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Walking Foot
with Two Quilt Guides

(BLDW-H) (BLDW-L)

 Instructions

Baby Lock  
Sewing Accessories

LNIS-BLDW

The Baby Lock Walking Foot is wonderful for fabrics that stretch 
or slip easily, such as velvet or corduroy. This foot has a set of 
feed dogs that help feed multiple layers evenly without shifting. 
This walking foot comes with two easily interchangeable soles, 
a standard sewing sole and an open toe sole. It also comes with 
two exclusive 4.5” extension quilting bars.
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Helpful Hints:
• Use this foot when sewing only forward feeding stitches.
• Operate the machine at low to medium speed.
•  To use the needle threader, lower the presser foot and 

raise the needle to the highest position.

To Attach Seam Guide:

1.  Place U-shaped piece over the top of foot and line up 
with the holes on the foot.

2.  Insert seam guide into U-shaped piece and through foot. 
Insert right guide into right side of walking foot; insert 
left guide into left side of walking foot.

3. Push guide through to the desired width. 
4.    Tighten the large screw on the top of the U-shaped foot. 

Make sure the screw is tight so the guide doesn’t move 
when sewing.

Note: ESE/ESE2, ESG/ESG2/ESG3 and ESL machines 
require the use of an adaptor for this foot.

To Replace the Sole:

1.  Loosen the screw 3 to 5 turns (see figure #1) and 
slightly pull the sole holder out to release the 
sole.

2.  Align the holes of the replacement sole so both 
sides are inserted in the holes, 2 holes on the 
left and one on the right (see figure #2).

3.  Tighten the screw.

Baby Lock Exclusive Features:
•  1/4” cutout on the inside left and right toes of each sole for stitch-

ing 1/4” away from a seam or marking.
•  V-groove rubber feeding system that helps feed fabric evenly.
•  Feed fork with plastic cover for smooth and quiet performance.
• Vertical marking on each sole 1/4” in front for turning corners.

To Attach Walking Foot on the Machine:

1. Raise the needle and presser foot.
2.  Remove the presser foot, presser foot holder and presser foot 

holder screw.
3.  Attach the walking foot to the presser bar with the lever 

surrounding the needle clamp.
4.  Securely tighten the walking foot to the presser bar with the 

presser foot holder screw.


